All relevant data are within the paper, its supporting information files, and the associated code. The associated code can be downloaded from <https://github.com/danielstrombom/StrombomDussutour2018/>.

Introduction {#sec001}
============

Animal collective movement is a widespread phenomenon that occurs at various spatial and temporal scales in a variety of living organisms from cells to pedestrians \[[@pcbi.1006523.ref001]--[@pcbi.1006523.ref004]\]. Often there are no identifiable leaders or coordinators present and group coordination relies on a completely decentralized process. The global pattern is not explicitly encoded but emerges from numerous interactions between individuals that only have access to local and limited information \[[@pcbi.1006523.ref005]--[@pcbi.1006523.ref007]\].

In many situations the motion within the collective is unidirectional because it is related to migratory phenomena and involve individuals moving in the same direction. Social insects and humans are some of the rare organisms in which the movements within the collective are predominantly bidirectional \[[@pcbi.1006523.ref008]--[@pcbi.1006523.ref012]\]. In particular, ants are central-place foragers and must return to their nest with the food collected after each foraging event which often lead to the formation of trails with a steady stream of traffic between the nest and the food source. In some species the traffic flow on these trails can be extremely high, reaching more than a hundred ants per minute, e.g. red wood ants \[[@pcbi.1006523.ref013]\], leaf cutting ants \[[@pcbi.1006523.ref014]\] and army ants \[[@pcbi.1006523.ref015]\]. When the local concentration of individuals is very high on the trail the high rate of head-on collisions may slow down the individuals \[[@pcbi.1006523.ref016]--[@pcbi.1006523.ref018]\]. These effects can provoke group dysfunctions and reduce the colony's overall foraging efficiency. Such negative effects can be avoided if ants make use of dispersal mechanisms allowing a better organization of the traffic \[[@pcbi.1006523.ref008]\].

Traffic in ants can be organized either on a spatial or on a temporal scale \[[@pcbi.1006523.ref008]\]. Spatial organization of traffic is characterized by lane segregation, i.e. the flows of inbound and outbound ants are not completely intermingled \[[@pcbi.1006523.ref019]--[@pcbi.1006523.ref021]\] and the temporal organization of the flow is characterized by a sequence of alternating clusters of inbound and outbound ants \[[@pcbi.1006523.ref016],[@pcbi.1006523.ref022]\]. To date, the emergence of both the spatial and the temporal organizations observed in these systems remains largely unexplained. In particular, the microscopic traffic rules that individual ants follow when navigating on trails are largely unknown.

In an attempt to isolate the microscopic traffic rules experimental studies on traffic organization in leaf-cutting ants *Atta colombica* on a narrow trail \[[@pcbi.1006523.ref022]\] and on a wide trail \[[@pcbi.1006523.ref020]\] were performed. Leaf-cutting ant trails guide workers to and from the foraging site where they cut vegetation into small fragments and transport them back to the nest. These fragments are then incorporated into a fungus on which the colony feed. In the experiments, to reach the leaf source, ants were forced to move on either a narrow trail allowing the passage of only one moving individual at a time \[[@pcbi.1006523.ref022]\] or on a wide trail ten times larger \[[@pcbi.1006523.ref020]\]. On the narrow trail de-synchronization of inbound and outbound traffic involving the formation of alternating clusters of inbound and outbound ants was observed and on the wide trail a degree of lane segregation with leaf carrying ants travelling almost exclusively on the central section of the trail was described. Summaries of the results obtained in the experiments may be found in the supporting information [S1 Table](#pcbi.1006523.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} (narrow trail) and [S2 Table](#pcbi.1006523.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"} (wide trail). The authors suggested that both organizations may result from a set of local priority rules observed at the individual level when ants encountered other ants on the trail \[[@pcbi.1006523.ref020], [@pcbi.1006523.ref022]\]. However, whether these proposed individual priority rules are sufficient to produce the observed temporal and spatial traffic organization is unknown and to investigate this modelling is required.

There are many well known models for ant traffic, most of which are mean-field models studying the macroscopic properties of the traffic on trails \[[@pcbi.1006523.ref023]--[@pcbi.1006523.ref031]\]. However, to investigate the group level traffic that emerges from repeated local interactions between moving individuals so-called self-propelled particle models are more appropriate. Self-propelled particle models are spatially-explicit individual based models where particles interact locally with each other according to a set of rules. These models range from minimal models used to investigate fundamental properties of collective motion \[[@pcbi.1006523.ref032]--[@pcbi.1006523.ref035]\] to more involved species specific models of collective motion in everything from cells to insects, fish, birds, sheepdogs and pedestrians \[[@pcbi.1006523.ref009],[@pcbi.1006523.ref010],[@pcbi.1006523.ref036]--[@pcbi.1006523.ref044]\]. The self-propelled particle model approach has been successfully applied to model ant traffic in army ants \[[@pcbi.1006523.ref019]\] and black garden ants \[[@pcbi.1006523.ref045]\]. However, in these models the characteristic features of outbound and nest-bound ants were not distinguished despite the fact that variation in their maneuverability and speeds exist due to food transport \[[@pcbi.1006523.ref022], [@pcbi.1006523.ref046]\].

Here we introduce a self-propelled particle model to reproduce the experiments with leaf-cutting ants *Atta colombica* on a narrow trail \[[@pcbi.1006523.ref022]\] and on a wide trail \[[@pcbi.1006523.ref020]\], and to investigate whether the local priority rules proposed in these studies are sufficient to reproduce the traffic organization observed.

Models and methods {#sec002}
==================

Model for the narrow trail {#sec003}
--------------------------

To focus our investigation on which macroscopic properties of the traffic the local priority rules alone are responsible for we simplify the model ants (particles) in several ways. In particular, particles are assumed to have constant length 1cm and constant type dependent speeds. Mimicking the experimental setup the particles move on a 300 cm long one-dimensional trail connecting the nest and a leaf source. Particles leave the nest and the leaf source according to a Poisson process characterized by the rate parameter μ. At the beginning of each simulation particles are present at the nest and the leaf source. Following the experimental work we consider three types of particles: outbound (O), inbound unladen (U) and laden particles (L). The probability of a particle being laden when leaving the leaf source is 0.24 as observed in the experiment ([S1 Table](#pcbi.1006523.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Due to the small difference in speed observed between outbound (O) and unladen ants (U) we set the speed to *s*~*OU*~ = 2.3 cm/s for both types of particles. The speed of laden particles (L) is set to *s*~*L*~ = 1.9 cm/s ([S1 Table](#pcbi.1006523.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

On the narrow trail the positional update formula for each particle is given by $$x\left( {t + \Delta t} \right)\mspace{360mu} = \mspace{360mu} x\left( t \right) + \delta\left( t \right)\mspace{360mu} s\mspace{360mu} h\mspace{360mu}\Delta t,$$ where *x*(*t*) is the *x*-coordinate of the particle on the trail at time *t* (the nest is at *x* = 0 and the leaf source at *x* = 300), *s* ∈ {*s*~*OU*~, *s*~*L*~} is the speed of the particle, *h* ∈ {−1, 1} is the heading of the particle (1 for outbound and -1 for inbound particles), and Δ*t* = 0.1 is the time step. The value of *δ*(*t*) ∈ {0, 1} depends on the interactions between particles at time *t*. *δ*(*t*) is 1 if the particle is given the way, and 0 if the particle stops and gives the way. Two particles interact when they are within a distance of 1 + 2 Δ*t s*~*OU*~ of each other to account for the size of the particles. The interactions between particles are specified by a set of local priority rules identified in \[[@pcbi.1006523.ref022]\];

1.  1\. An unladen particle (U) does not attempt to pass a laden particle (L) ahead of it. Instead it stops and waits until the laden ant has moved forward enough for it to take another step.

2.  2\. An outbound particle (O) stops and gives way to a laden particle (L), and potentially a number of unladen particles (U) following the laden particle (See The cooperative rule below).

3.  3\. An unladen particle (U) stops and gives way to an outbound particle (O), unless the outbound particle (O) is waiting following an interaction with a laden particle (See The cooperative rule below).

In order to cover all interaction possibilities we also included the following two rules not quantified in \[[@pcbi.1006523.ref022]\];

1.  4\. A particle of any type (O, L and U) does not attempt to pass another particle of the same type ahead of it. Instead it stops and waits until the particle has moved forward enough for it to take another step.

2.  5\. A laden particle (L) does not stop for stationary inbound unladen particles (U) ahead of it.

### The cooperative rule {#sec004}

When an outbound particle gives way to a laden particle a number (*n* = 0,1, ...,15) of unladen particles traveling in line behind the laden ant may also be allowed passage. This phenomenon was referred to as "the cooperative rule" in \[[@pcbi.1006523.ref022]\] and the probability that *n* unladen ants benefited from the passage of a laden ant in this way in the experiments was quantified and presented in (Fig 6 in \[[@pcbi.1006523.ref022]\]). Here we use the experimentally observed probabilities and implement the cooperative rule as follows. Based on particle speed, an unladen particle takes approximately one second to pass the stationary outbound particle directly after the laden particle has passed and the experimentally determined time loss per contact was 0.8 seconds ([S1 Table](#pcbi.1006523.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). So in order to let *n* unladen particles pass the outbound particle (O) waits for *τ* = 0.8*n* seconds after encountering the laden particle before it starts to move again. Once the outbound particle starts to move it has priority over unladen particles again. The traffic rules for particles on the narrow trail are summarized in [Table 1](#pcbi.1006523.t001){ref-type="table"}.

10.1371/journal.pcbi.1006523.t001

###### Particle traffic rules on the narrow trail.

![](pcbi.1006523.t001){#pcbi.1006523.t001g}

                        O Behavior   U Behavior   L Behavior
  --------------------- ------------ ------------ ------------
  When encountering O   STOP         STOP\*       WALK
  When encountering U   WALK\*       STOP         WALK
  When encountering L   STOP         STOP         STOP

The asterisk (\*) indicates potential exceptions due to the cooperative rule (See description in the main text).

There is one unknown parameter in the model: the rate parameter *μ* associated with the Poisson process dictating the flow of particles leaving the nest and the leaf source. We know from the experiments \[[@pcbi.1006523.ref022]\] that the total number of ants crossing the middle of the trail in one hour on average was 5418.8 particles ([S1 Table](#pcbi.1006523.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Using simulations we found that the generic value μ = 1 produced a flow of 5347.2 (s.d. 73.5) over 1000 simulations, so we used this when running simulations to compare with the experiments.

Model for the wide trail {#sec005}
------------------------

The wide trail experiment \[[@pcbi.1006523.ref020]\] was conducted using the same experimental procedure as in the narrow trail experiment and the results are summarized in [S2 Table](#pcbi.1006523.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Ants were forced to move on a 5cm wide and 300cm long trail linking the nest and the leaf source ([Fig 1](#pcbi.1006523.g001){ref-type="fig"}). In addition to the observations made in the narrow trail experiments on the wide trail the spatial organization of the traffic was also quantified. The number and type of ants (O, U and L) passing the midpoint of the trail in three different zones; a central zone (2.5cm wide) and two marginal zones (each 1.25cm wide) were recorded ([Fig 1](#pcbi.1006523.g001){ref-type="fig"}).

![Schematic of the wide trail.\
Illustrating the definitions of the central and marginal zones and the (*x*,*w*)-coordinate system used in the model.](pcbi.1006523.g001){#pcbi.1006523.g001}

The main difference between the narrow and wide trail settings is that there is room for ants/particles to turn on the wide trail so they are not forced to stop when encountering an ant/particle with higher priority. Instead the ant/particle can turn to avoid collision and we adapted the narrow trail model to the wide trail by replacing all instances of stop with turn. The traffic rules for particles on the wide trail are presented in [Table 2](#pcbi.1006523.t002){ref-type="table"}.

10.1371/journal.pcbi.1006523.t002

###### Particle traffic rules on the wide trail.

![](pcbi.1006523.t002){#pcbi.1006523.t002g}

                        O Behavior   U Behavior   L Behavior
  --------------------- ------------ ------------ ------------
  When encountering O   TURN         TURN         WALK
  When encountering U   WALK         TURN         WALK
  When encountering L   TURN         TURN         TURN

Same as the narrow trail rules ([Table 1](#pcbi.1006523.t001){ref-type="table"}) with all instances of Stop replaced by Turn and the cooperative rule removed.

The positional update formula for each particle in the wide trail model is $$\left\{ \begin{matrix}
{x\left( {t + \Delta t} \right) = x\left( t \right) + s\mspace{360mu} cos\left( {\theta\left( t \right)} \right)\Delta t} \\
{w\left( {t + \Delta t} \right) = w\left( t \right) + s\mspace{360mu} sin\left( {\theta\left( t \right)} \right)\Delta t} \\
\end{matrix} \right.$$ where *x*(*t*) is the *x*-coordinate of the particle on the trail at time *t* (the nest is at *x* = 0 and the leaf source at *x* = 300), *w*(*t*) is the *w*-coordinate of the particle at time *t* (the walls are located at *w* = 0 and *w* = 5), *s* ∈ {*s*~*OU*~, *s*~*L*~} is the speed of the particle, Δ*t* = 0.1 is the time step, and *θ(t)* is the heading of the particle at time *t*. The heading *θ*(*t*) = *θ*~*d*~ +*θ*~*I*~(*t*) is composed of two components:*θ*~*d*~ ∈ {0, *π*} which is equal to 0 for outbound and *π* for inbound particles, and *θ*~*I*~ ∈ {−*π*/2,0,*π*/2} which is the turning angle resulting from an interaction and depends on the traffic rules ([Table 2](#pcbi.1006523.t002){ref-type="table"}). During an interaction a particle *i* will not turn (*θ*~*I*~ = 0) if it is given the way by particle *j*. It will turn if it is not given the way by particle *j*. In that latter case, it will turn up if *w*~*i*~ (*t*) *≥ w*~*j*~ (*t*) or down if *w*~*i*~ (*t*) \< *w*~*j*~ (*t*). Note that when a particle turns its displacement in the x-direction is 0, because $cos\left( {\pm \frac{\pi}{2}} \right)\mspace{360mu} = \mspace{360mu} 0$, so its arrival to the nest/leaf site is delayed by Δ*t* = 0.1s by each turn time step.

The cooperative rule where unladen following a laden are sometimes allowed passage is not relevant in the wide trail setting because particles are turning instead of stopping. As in the narrow trail case we use the experimentally observed total flow to set the rate parameter *μ* associated with the Poisson process of ants leaving the nest and leaf source. The average flow in the wide trail experiments was 8803 ants/hour and choosing *μ* = 0.8 results in a flow of 8999.4 (s.d. 97.8) and we use this value for the simulations. Unlike in the narrow trail case, where all ants entered and moved on the trail at the same vertical position, on the wide trail ants entered the trail from the nest via a small opening centered on the trail and from the leaf source via a narrow wooden stick attached to the center of the trail. So the ants entered close to the center on both sides of the trail and then scattered in the w-direction. To model this we assume that the vertical entry position (*w*(0)) for each ant is normally distributed with mean 2.5 (center of the trail) and standard deviation 0.8. This ensures that almost all entry positions lie between 0 and 5 and if the generated *w*(0)\>5 we set *w*(0) = 4.99 and if *w*(*0*)\<0 we set *w*(0) = 0.01.

To analyze the model we ran 1000 simulations and calculated the proportion of each particle type in each zone of the trail, in addition to the mean and maximum group sizes, and compared the results with the experimental results ([S2 Table](#pcbi.1006523.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We also ran a set of simulations with turning replaced by stopping as on the narrow trail to investigate the causal effects of turning with respect to the spatial organization on the wide bridge.

Results {#sec006}
=======

Comparison model-experiment for the narrow trail {#sec007}
------------------------------------------------

The main experimental finding was that a de-synchronization of inbound and outbound traffic occurred on the narrow trail that involved the formation of alternating groups of inbound and outbound ants. De-synchronization of this type also emerged in simulations of the model and the resulting groups share several properties with the experimentally observed groups. See [S1 Fig](#pcbi.1006523.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for an illustration of the concept of de-synchronization. In \[[@pcbi.1006523.ref022]\] four statistics were used to quantify the traffic organization and structure of the groups: (i) group size distribution, (ii) proportion of laden ants in groups of size *N*, (iii) proportion of laden ants at position *P* in a group, and (iv) proportion of groups of size *N* led by a laden ant. A comparison of the experimentally observed distributions and the distributions generated from simulations are presented in [Fig 2](#pcbi.1006523.g002){ref-type="fig"}. We see that overall the distributions generated by simulations are comparable with those obtained in the experiments. In particular, for group sizes larger than 1 the experimental means are essentially contained within the min-max bounds of the distributions generated by simulations for all four statistics. The main discrepancy between simulations and experiments is the overrepresentation of groups of size 1 in the group size distribution generated by simulations ([Fig 2A](#pcbi.1006523.g002){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, the maximum group size observed in experiments was *74* ([S1 Table](#pcbi.1006523.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and in simulations *77*, and the average group size observed in experiments was *5*.*2* ([S1 Table](#pcbi.1006523.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and in simulations *4*.*2*.

![Comparison model-experiment for the narrow trail.\
In each plot the blue curves represent the experimental means and the values correspond to those presented in Figs 2--5 in \[[@pcbi.1006523.ref022]\]. The red asterisks represent the simulation means and the black lines represent the maximum and the minimum over 1000 simulations.](pcbi.1006523.g002){#pcbi.1006523.g002}

Comparison model-experiment for the wide trail {#sec008}
----------------------------------------------

The main finding in the experiment was that a degree of lane segregation occurred on the wide trail. Laden ants returning to the nest travelled mostly in the central zone of the trail, while unladen ants (U) more frequently travelled in the marginal zones of the trail. For outbound ants (O) about two thirds of them travelled in the central zone of the trail. The asterisks in [Fig 3A and 3B](#pcbi.1006523.g003){ref-type="fig"} shows the results for each type of ants in each of the 12 experiments. The boxplots represent the corresponding measurements in simulations with the wide bridge model using the turning rule ([Fig 3A](#pcbi.1006523.g003){ref-type="fig"}) or the stopping rule ([Fig 3B](#pcbi.1006523.g003){ref-type="fig"}). We found that the wide bridge model using the turning rule reproduces the overall trend of laden particles moving almost exclusively in the central zone and outbound particles travelling in the central zone more frequently than inbound unladen particles ([Fig 3A](#pcbi.1006523.g003){ref-type="fig"}). We also found that in the simulations the average group size was 2.0 and the maximum group size 23, compared to the experimental average group size of 1.9 and maximum group size 14 ([S2 Table](#pcbi.1006523.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In addition, [Fig 3B](#pcbi.1006523.g003){ref-type="fig"} shows that when the turning rule is replaced by a stopping rule, lane segregation does not emerge and we conclude that lane segregation is critically dependent on turning in our model.

![Comparison model-experiment for the wide trail.\
The asterisks represent the proportion of ants of the specific type traveling in the central zone on the trail in the experiments. The boxes represent corresponding measurements over 1000 simulations (red crosses represents outliers) of (A) The wide trail model with the turning rule, and (B) The wide trail model with the stopping rule instead of the turning rule.](pcbi.1006523.g003){#pcbi.1006523.g003}

Discussion {#sec009}
==========

Our self-propelled particle model based on the local priority rules presented in \[[@pcbi.1006523.ref022]\] generates traffic organization that share several characteristics with the traffic organization observed in the narrow and wide trail experiments. In particular, the narrow trail model reproduces de-synchronization of inbound and outbound traffic and the groups that emerge share several features with the experimentally observed groups ([Fig 2](#pcbi.1006523.g002){ref-type="fig"}). The wide trail model generated segregated traffic that share certain properties with the traffic observed in the experiments ([Fig 3](#pcbi.1006523.g003){ref-type="fig"}). In particular, that the proportion of ants of a given type (L, O or U) traveling in the central zone increased with the priority of each type (L\>O\>U) in both model and experiment.

This suggests that it is plausible that the priority rules proposed in \[[@pcbi.1006523.ref022]\] are key drivers of organizing the traffic on these trails because the main features of the observed traffic emerge from them even when the rest of the system is heavily idealized. For example, we use simplified model ants with constant speed and lengths that always follow the rules and the only stochastic components in the models are related to leaving times and entry positions. In particular, we believe that the strict rule following produces the main discrepancy between simulation results and data, i.e. the over representation of groups of size 1 on the narrow trail ([Fig 2A](#pcbi.1006523.g002){ref-type="fig"}). We also know that introducing various types of stochastic rule violations in the model does not solve this problem, and we are confident that the rule violations are far from randomly occurring and new experiments would be required to investigate this. However, while it would be interesting and potentially useful to conduct new experiments to obtain data that allows us to make certain aspects of the model more realistic this would inevitably make the model more complex and thus make it harder to isolate the effects of generic mechanisms underlying traffic organization.

Understanding the basic principles that govern traffic organization on trails and identifying the factors that influence the movements of ants on trails are of fundamental importance in the biology of social insect colonies. When ants were forced to move on a narrow trail the formation of alternating groups of inbound and outbound ants was observed. Groups of inbound ants were frequently headed by laden ants, which are slower, followed by unladen ants. The model replicates this behavior, most likely due to the rule that dictates that inbound unladen ants do not attempt to overtake laden ants in front of them (Rule 1). This behavior may appear detrimental because unladen ants move slower by staying behind a laden ant instead of progressing more rapidly by moving at its desired speed. However, the model also includes the so-called cooperative rule that allows for the possibility of unladen ants following a laden ant to benefit from the passage of the laden (See rules 2 and 3). These unladen ants avoid head-on collisions with outbound ants and thus spare time they would otherwise waste by stopping as they normally do when they meet an outbound ant. Moreover, this organization promotes information transfer about the level of leaf availability by increasing the number of contacts between outbound and inbound laden ants which stimulate the former to cut and retrieve leaf fragments when reaching the end of the trail \[[@pcbi.1006523.ref047]--[@pcbi.1006523.ref053]\]. Following the same idea, on the wide trail, an intermingled flow of outbound and unladen ants instead of a strict lane segregation might appear sub-optimal, but it actually promotes information transfer between ants and stimulate outbound workers to cut and collect leaf material at the end of the trail, thus contributing to increased foraging efficiency \[[@pcbi.1006523.ref008], [@pcbi.1006523.ref020], [@pcbi.1006523.ref048], [@pcbi.1006523.ref049]\].

Our findings suggest that the ants may be using the same generic priority rules on both trails and the observed differences results from constraints imposed by the environment. In particular, on a wider trail there is room to turn during an encounter whereas on a narrow trail this option is not available so the ants have to stop when giving way. In fact, due to the simplicity of these rules we believe that they could be valid, with appropriate modifications, for other species of ant under similar conditions. For example, the same priority rule between laden and unladen ants has been observed in another leaf-cutting ant *Atta cephalotes* \[[@pcbi.1006523.ref047]\] and in the red wood ant *Formica rufa* \[[@pcbi.1006523.ref013]\]. In addition, similar types of priority rules are likely to be operating in army ants because returning laden ants are known to be less mobile and have less maneuverability than unladen outbound ants \[[@pcbi.1006523.ref046]\]. We also note that there is a correspondence between the priority rules and the potential utility of each type of ant with respect to leaf collection. Laden ants have the highest priority and they *are* collecting leaves, outbound ants have the second highest priority and they *are potentially* going to collect leaves, and inbound unladen ants have the lowest priority and they *are not* collecting leaves. We speculate that priority rules in other species are likely to correspond to the potential utility of each type of ant with respect to the colony's foraging activity.

Our model distinguishes itself from earlier spp-models of ant traffic in several ways. In particular, we model three types of ants (outbound, unladen and laden) whereas \[[@pcbi.1006523.ref019],[@pcbi.1006523.ref045]\] only include two; inbound and outbound, and the two types are essentially identical except for different avoidance turning rates in \[[@pcbi.1006523.ref019]\]. Furthermore, the avoidance turning rate is the same for all individuals of a certain type, i.e. outbound or inbound, despite the fact that variation in maneuverability and speeds exist in real ants due to food transport \[[@pcbi.1006523.ref022], [@pcbi.1006523.ref046]\]. Our model includes this variability and our priority rules are flexible enough to model traffic on both narrow and wide trails. In \[[@pcbi.1006523.ref019],[@pcbi.1006523.ref045]\] only traffic on wider trails are modeled and while the avoidance turning rate approach may be modified to work on narrow trails, which presumably both army ants \[[@pcbi.1006523.ref019]\] and black garden ants \[[@pcbi.1006523.ref045]\] occasionally travel on in the wild, we predict that unless the inbound flow is separated into unladen and laden ants with different behaviors the model will not be able to generate traffic consistent with the real ant traffic \[[@pcbi.1006523.ref016]\].

One often thinks about the similarities between ant traffic, pedestrian traffic and vehicular traffic. These analogies have inspired multiple investigations \[[@pcbi.1006523.ref054]--[@pcbi.1006523.ref058]\]. However, even if at first sight traffic on ant trails may appear similar to human traffic there are important differences to consider when comparing their traffic organization. First, ant traffic is of a cooperative nature because all ants share a common objective, namely harvesting food for the colony. Second, ants do not have the same mechanical constraints as pedestrians or vehicles. Because of their small mass they have a low inertia and are not damaged by collisions, allowing a certain degree of mixing of opposite flows on foraging trails. Despite this, ant traffic remains an important source of inspiration for various researchers working with large groups of interacting particles in disciplines as diverse as molecular biology \[[@pcbi.1006523.ref059]\], statistical physics \[[@pcbi.1006523.ref060]\] and telecommunication sciences \[[@pcbi.1006523.ref061]\].

Supporting information {#sec010}
======================

###### Summary of the narrow trail experiment and results.

From \[[@pcbi.1006523.ref022]\] based on 12 replicates. The trail linking the nest to the food source was 0.5cm wide and 300cm long. The flow of ants leaving the nest (outbound ants) and that leaving the leaf source (inbound ants) was counted in 1 min intervals for 1h and the proportion of laden ants in the inbound flow was measured. The formation of groups of successive ants travelling in the same direction in the sequence of ants observed on the trail was quantified. At the individual level, the ants speed and the outcome of head-on collisions between ants (priority rule) were measured. Four types of ants were distinguished: outbound ants (O), (inbound) unladen ants (U), (inbound) laden ants (L), and unladen ants following a laden ant (U(L)). The outcome of head-on collision between outbound ants and laden ants (O vs L), outbound ants and unladen ants (O vs U), and unladen ants and laden ants (U vs L) was analyzed. Typically, after a collision one ant moves to the trail side (STOP) to allow the passage of the oncoming ant (WALK). The time loss per collision was measured and it did not differ according to the type of ants involved. When an ant gave way to another, it generally moved to the side of the trail and allowed the passage of the ant. The follower ants might benefit from the passage of the leading ant (the ant that was given way) before the ant that gave way returns to the top of the trail. This latter effect corresponds to a cooperative behavior between ants because the subsequent ants benefit from the passage of the leading ant. The probability of an ant to benefit from the passage of the leading ant depended both on its position as a follower and on the category of the leading ant (O, U or L). *N* indicates the number of observation used to obtain the mean value or rule.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Summary of the wide trail experiment and results.

From \[[@pcbi.1006523.ref020]\] based on 12 replicates. The trail linking the nest to the food source was 5cm wide and 300cm long. The flow of ants leaving the nest (outbound ants) and that leaving the food source (inbound ants) was counted in 1 min intervals for 1h and the proportion of laden ants in the inbound flow was measured. The formation of groups of successive ants travelling in the same direction in the sequence of ants observed on the trail was quantified. At the individual level, the ants speed and the outcome of head-on collisions between ants (priority rule) were measured. Three types of ants were distinguished: outbound ants (O), unladen (U) ants and laden ants (L). The outcome of head-on collisions between outbound ants and inbound laden ants (O vs L), and outbound ants and inbound unladen ants (O vs U) were analyzed. Typically, after a collision occurred one ant turns (TURN) to allow the passage of the oncoming ant (WALK). N indicates the number of observation used to obtain the mean value or rule.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Illustrating the concept of de-synchronization of inbound and outbound traffic.

At time 0 there are outbound particles (red dots), inbound unladen particles (blue dots), and an inbound laden particle (black dot) near the middle of the trail. Over time the red particles will move towards the leaf source (right) and the black and blue particles towards the nest (left), and when a particle crosses the middle of the trail we record a crossing as +1 if it is outbound, -1 if inbound unladen, and -2 if inbound laden. We note that on time steps 1 and 2 we record inbound crossings (-1). On time step 3 the first interaction where one unladen particle steps off the trail in order to give way to an outbound ant. This process continues according to the model rules and by the time step 14 we have collected the sequence -1,-1,+1,+1,+1,-2,-1,-1,-1 and from this we calculate group size by counting consecutive entries with the same sign. Here we first had a group of 2 inbound particles (-1,-1), then a group of 3 outbound particles (+1,+1,+1), and then a group of 4 inbound particles (-2,-1,-1,-1). This phenomenon is referred to as a de-synchronization of inbound and outbound traffic involving the formation of alternating groups of inbound and outbound ants in \[[@pcbi.1006523.ref022]\] and we use the same terminology for particles here.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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